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Agenda
Today we will cover:
▪ Charge capture basics

▪ Identify charge leakage

▪ Benefits of an audit program

▪ How to design an audit program

▪ Inclusion of audit software
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Objectives
• Understand the charge capture process
• Be able to identify charge leakage potential
• Understand the importance of random audits
• Be able to understand how to create an audit
• Understand when software can assist to perform root cause remediation
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Revenue Integrity Continues to Change to Meet the 
Changing Healthcare Needs
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Overview of 
Charge Capture



Charge Capture Flow 7



What Can You Charge For
▪ In a facility there are five major buckets that you can charge for:
▪ Procedures (generally 10,000 – 69,999 CPT codes)

▪ Services (lab, radiology, medical procedures and E & M – CPT 70,000 – 99,xxx)

▪ Pharmacy (generally 250, 255, 636 – J codes and 637 revenue codes)

▪ Supplies (generally a HCPCS code or revenue code 27x)

▪ In addition for inpatients room and board as designated by room type revenue code

▪ In all cases the CDM must contain a line item to charge for the item or even with 
a CPT code on the claim you might miss revenue earned (especially for 
commercial payors)
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Overview of Charge Capture
Components of Charge Capture
▪ Documentation

▪ Chargemaster

▪ Assignment of  charges

▪ Paper

▪ Order Entry / Manual system charging

▪ Documentation Driven

▪ Charge Reconciliation

▪ Daily

▪ Random reviews
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Overview of Charge Capture
Documentation:
▪ Proper documentation, both in patients' medical records and in claims, is important for 

three main reasons: to protect the programs, to protect your patients, and to protect the 
provider. If your records do not justify the items or services for which you billed, you may 
have to pay that money back.

▪ Office of the Inspector General (OIG)

▪ Documentation best practice is to have the documentation present in the record prior to 
assessing a charge

▪ Documentation is occurring through the EMR however charging may or may not be driven 
through the documentation leading to charges without documentation and documentation 
without charges. 
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Overview of Charge Capture
Chargemaster
▪ An inventory of all services, procedures, supplies and pharmaceuticals provided during patient care

▪ “Hardcoded” in that it may function to add charges and also apply CPT/HCPCS to the claim

▪ Generally only include CPT/HCPCS that lack variability (EKG, Aerosol, Labs, X-rays etc…)

▪ Because it is hardcoded, it will assume that all documentation is present prior to charge entry which 
can result in overcharges and charges without documentation.

▪ Inaccurate CDM is a leading cause of charge failure

▪ Charge Description Masters—Charge Description Masters (CDMs) list all of a hospital’s charges for 
items and services and include the underlying procedure codes necessary to bill for those items and 
services. Outdated CDMs create significant compliance risk for hospitals. Because the Healthcare 
Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes and APCs are updated regularly, hospitals 
should pay particular attention to the task of updating the CDM to ensure the assignment of correct 
codes to outpatient claims. This should include timely updates, proper use of modifiers, and correct 
associations between procedure codes and revenue codes. [OIG Supplemental Guidance Hospitals 
2005]
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Overview of Charge Capture
Methods for capturing charges:
▪ Paper: 

▪ Chargeslip(s)

▪ Downtime charging

▪ System charging through order system or selecting a charge manually through human 
intervention

▪ Documentation driven charging

▪ New standard of the industry

▪ Informatics takes actions performed by physicians and nurses and attaches a charge 
based on the specifics of the service

 Ensures that documentation is present for services that are hardcoded and therefore higher charge capture 
compliance rate. 

▪ Documentation driven charging especially suited for CDM hardcode charges
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Overview of Charge Capture
Methods for capturing charges:
▪ Documentation:

▪ Templates to ensure all necessary information is present to allow HIM to produce a CPT/HCPCS 
code based on the documentation

 Frequently documentation for the charge is ”buried” within the narrative

 With templates for frequent procedures ensure necessary documentation is present for the charge

▪ OR charging:

▪ Pick lists and Preference cards auto charge 

 Charging by “exception”  - everything on the list charges except when noted otherwise – easier to 
charge due to the volume of items generally involved with supplies in OR

 Significant source of inaccurate charging
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Overview of Charge Capture
Methods for capturing charges:
▪ Pharmacy Charging

▪ Charges occur either on “dispensing” from the pharmacy or on “administration” by the 
caregiver

▪ There generally is little to no error in charge capture due to the significant quality and 
safety regulations around the administration

▪ However, significant errors between the charged units of service (dispensed units / 
delivered units) and the billable units of service as described by HCPS code are frequent
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Overview of Charge Capture
Charge Reconciliation
▪ Necessary daily by performing department

▪ Frequently not performed as daily care of the patients is always the priority

▪ Time sensitive performance

▪ Charge reconciliation is seldom part of policy & procedures with enforceable outcomes

▪ Frequently a cumbersome process 

▪ Late charge concerns are identified frequently from claims sent back from HIM or PFS to add 
the charges

▪ Difficult to manually perform without software or assistive tools

▪ Reconciliation is necessary to avoid loss through hardcoded charges and softcoded
charges

▪ Reconciliation is necessary to ensure softcoded services are in fact charged just not coded. 
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Benefits of Audit 
Program



Definition of Audit
▪ Before you can define an auditor you need to define what an audit is.
▪ Dictionary.com defines, as does almost every resource, an audit as:

▪ “an official examination and verification of accounts and records, especially of financial 
accounts”

▪ [http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/audit]

▪ An audit is an examination of any result or process against a defined control 
point
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Audit Definitions - Healthcare
Medicaid Program Integrity Manual Chapter 10 –Medicaid Integrity Audits (MIC)
▪ Purpose: The objectives of the MIC audits are to audit provider claims and identify 

overpayments by ensuring that claims are paid for items and services provided and 
properly documented; that items and services are billed using appropriate procedure 
codes; and the covered items and services are paid in accordance with Federal and State 
laws, regulations and policies
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Definition of a Revenue Integrity Auditor
▪ A person(s) that have been trained to perform the examination of the process or 

result against a defined set of control points in order to express an opinion or 
judgement

▪ Generally auditors are known for financial examinations such as CPA’s and 
Attorneys

▪ For facilities these auditors are generally in the department or within Revenue 
Integrity and have specialty chart review and claim review skills. 

▪ Utilises benchmark auditing techniques similar to finance, internal audit and 
established auditors
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The Audit Cycle
What is it and why is it important:
http://www.optometry.co.uk/news-and-features/features/?article=3658
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The Importance of the Audit Cycle
Audit Cycle looks the same no matter what kind of audit: 
▪ Clinical Audit cycle: Nurse Midwife Prescribing Audit

http://www.hse.ie/eng/about/Who/ONMSD/practicedevelopment/NursePrescribing/Clinical_Audit_related_to_nurse_prescribing.html
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The Importance of the Audit Cycle
The key elements to any audit cycle are:
▪ Definitions – what is the objective of the audit

▪ Written set of standards – policies, procedures

▪ Data Elements

▪ Specific review of the data elements against the written set of standards

▪ Published findings illuminating discrepancies against the published standards

▪ Corrective action 

▪ Re-audit
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The Importance of the Audit Cycle
▪ It is the expectation that every audit follow these steps
▪ If a step requires amendment or change it must be noted as a “variance” from 

the prescribed audit technique and specifics as to the “variance” must be 
described in the report.

▪ The audit cycle can be implemented for any charge capture by using the 5 steps
▪ Too often a measure has a root cause which is remediated but a re-audit was 

never conducted, allowing for the root cause remediation to revert to a prior 
state
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Selection Process Must be Flawless
Considerations:
▪ Going to audit the “universe” of the population being examined?

▪ What would be the correct amount of records to review?

▪ What if you are a facility with seasonal variability?

▪ Is the audit for compliance and require statistical reliability and precision?

▪ Are you trying to determine “patterns of behavior”?

▪ Any other consideration that will likely result in a specific selection process

Will selection be by software, such as charge capture or claims review that reviews 100% of charges / 
claims, or will it be a manual selection. 
▪ Easiest manual method is the “nth selection” process for randomisation to ensure adequate sample

▪ Say you want to audit 100 records (universe) then you can take the digits in the month you are auditing 
and select every one of those digits until 100 records are selected

▪ Month = October,  Select every 10th registration record until you get 100 records over 12 months
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Compare Results Against Standards
Manual:
▪ For example you are auditing ED E & M records and the standard is a point system

▪ Would select random records (nth selection) and compare the documentation against the standard 
(E & M scoring policy) final E & M level by rescoring the record using the policy / procedure for 
assigning points. 

▪ Another example is reviewing radiology exams to ensure that they meet medical necessity guidelines

▪ Select a portion of Radiology Exams that require medical necessity determinations and then use nth 
randomisation process.  

▪ Compare the exam, such as MRI, against the Medicare or payer guidelines to ensure documentation 
is achieved and the medical necessity is met

Software:
▪ Most charge capture / audit software is based on solid coding and medical necessity rules that include 

diagnosis, CPT/HCPCS triggers and targets that allow the audit to encompass 100% of the university of 
charges / claims.

▪ The advantage with software is it consumes 100% of your charges and or 837i payment data that 
ensures even hard to find charge capture errors are accounted for on a daily basis  
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Changing the Process
Audit Findings:
▪ Negative or Null findings in the sample move to Step 5 – Re-audit

▪ Positive Findings: 

▪ Is there an identified singular aberrancy or are there multiple findings

▪ Goal is to get back to root cause and remediate the errors

▪ Goal is NOT to just continue to audit and find the same error over and over

Remediation of Positive Findings & / or Patterns of Behavior
▪ Most facilities employ Six Sigma remediation teams

▪ Many certified auditors are also Six Sigma certified
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Six Sigma – “Why…Why…Why…Why…Why”
▪ One of the easiest audit remediation techniques is the Six Sigma “5 Why” pattern
▪ Initial step is to write down the finding from the audit 
▪ Then ask “why” is that a finding and determine an answer

▪ Then ask “why” is that answer occurring and repeat 5 times.

▪ Generally at the end of the process a true result is found. 
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Six Sigma – “Why…Why…Why…Why…Why”
▪ Example you note that a joint implant device for a knee (C1776) is on the claim but there is no procedure on the claim 

for a knee joint replacement
▪ Why is C1776 on the claim …

▪ Because it was charged by the OR from a preference card…

▪ Why was it charged if no procedure is documented …

▪ Because nursing used a PIC list on the wrong patient…

▪ Why was the wrong patient assigned a PIC list for a surgery they didn’t have…

▪ Because they had the same last name as another patient on the schedule that day…

▪ Why did this error occur…

▪ Because the nurse was between rooms as a circulator…

▪ Why can this happen  with specific policies / procedures are in place…

▪ Failure to use patient identification per policy – claim needs to be adjusted and the nurse needs retraining.
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Remediate The Issue 
▪ Once the root cause is found, it is time to remediate the issue
▪ Corrective action plans are put in place but frequently fail because the staff 

focuses on the “next fire” and things revert back to original state
▪ Ensure the remediation is written so that step 5 – the re-audit can occur
▪ Re-audit at regular intervals such as every month for 3 months then every 2 

months etc….
▪ Did the remediation work ? 

▪ Are there further changes that need to occur based on the stated goal or benchmark?
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Audit Phase #5 – Re-Audit (most missed step) 35



Summation of The 5 Steps of the Audit Cycle
▪ The audit process is the same no matter the type of audit being undertaken –

billing, chart, financial, charge capture or compliance etc…
▪ Key elements of the audit cycle is the establishment of standards, comparison of 

those standards, formulate conclusions, adjust the process and re-audit
▪ The ultimate goal is to compare the record (benchmark) to the charges to the 

claim and remediate if any portion is inaccurate either pre-bill or a soon after 
billing as possible.
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Use of Software – Industry Benchmark 
▪ Auditing is a time consuming effort and seldom is there FTE availability to go in 

depth unless by Internal Audit services on as part of an audit plan
▪ HFMA reports that 1-5% of the facility bottom line is due to lost charge 

opportunities 
▪ HFMA also reports that facilities only talk about charge capture once a month or 

less 
▪ https://www.hfma.org/topics/news/2019/01/62829.html

▪ This makes the need to tighten up charge capture processes essential through 
some sort of on-going and sustainable audit process

▪ Industry benchmarks combine real time CDM software reviews with daily 
charge capture creating a synergistic charge capture safety net process

▪ While software does preform the day to day the need for in-depth focused audits 
of problem areas remains in order to create a rectification plan.
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Setup the Audit Plan 
The audit plan should be created around general areas:
▪ High dollar claims

▪ COVID-19 claim (many of which are being stuck in bill scrubbers due to dynamic billing 
guidance)

▪ Supply coding and resulting concerns – involve CDM with this audit

▪ Areas or claims that are frequently failing the initial bill scrub thereby leading to a lower 
clean claim rate

▪ High volume areas – Radiology, Operating Room Services, ED and Cardiology

▪ Areas where service charges ARE NOT driven by documentation and instead have charge 
capture driven by human methodology

▪ Dynamic results based on the individual employee accuracy with charge capture
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Step 1 - Setup Audit Plan – Cardiac Cath
Step 1 – Setting the Standard
▪ With Cath Lab you will have “hardcoded and softcoded” coding 

▪ Generally the procedure is coded by HIM but the supplies are hardcoded in the CDM

▪ CPT and HCPCS coding guidelines will be the “standard”

▪ Select your references such as CPT-4, Coding Clinic, Dr. Z cardiology coding manuals, 
VitalKnowledge™ device lookup, manufacturer coding guidelines, FDA device information 
etc…

▪ Ensure that the rules within the software are based solely on source authority and/or 
national guidance from CMS, AMA, Coding Clinic etc..
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Step 2 – Measure Current Practice – Cardiac Cath
Step 2 – Measure Current Practice
▪ Using a standard as defined in step 1 look to measure the current practice around that 

standard. 

▪ Daily the software identifies a catheter with a HCPCS code of C1726 as not being consistent with 
the transluminal angioplasty

▪ Therefore, either the procedure is inaccurate or the coding on the supply is of concern

▪ This inconsistency will now require further drill down auditing

▪ Review of the EMR finds that in fact a TPA of the Circumflex artery did in fact occur and the coding 
reflects the PTCA per coding guidelines. 

▪ Attention is then to the supply which is the trigger for the rule that found that the target was not 
consistent with the trigger.
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Step 3 Compare Results with Benchmark – Cardiac Cath
Step 3 – Compare Results
▪ The EMR states that the catheter used was a Medtronic Evercross 3mm – 30cc balloon 

catheter 

▪ Using manufacturer site and VitalKnowledge ™ site we note that specific balloon cath is 
coded as C1725 not C1726 which is a NON-VASCULAR catheter
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Step 3 – Compare Results with Benchmark– Cardiac Cath
Step 3 – Compare Results
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Step 4 – Change the Practice
Step 4 – Change the Practice
▪ Because the catheter is charging out as C1726 and it should be C1725 the following changes 

would be recommended

▪ Review the supply mapping to ensure the catheter is connected to the correct CDM line 
to ensure the CDM is charging accurately

▪ Review the CDM and see that the charge line for the Evercross has C1725 in the data 
rather than C1726

▪ Review all cardiac catheters to ensure that they are coded correctly moving forward
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Step 5 – Monitor and Re-Audit the Process
Step 5 – Re-Audit
▪ Using the daily rules, reviews from the software continue to review to see if the specific rule 

continues to fire

▪ Did the corrective action correct the concern as evidenced by fewer cases being identified

▪ Review the standard – continue to audit supply triggers to procedure targets and vice versa 
in cardiology

▪ Start a process of reviewing the catheters yearly due to coding changes
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Audit - Exercise Stress Test
Step 1 – Set the Standard - Again look for the coding guidelines for radioisotopes, 
exercise testing and EKG 
▪ Set the standard

▪ Coding guidelines suggest that radioisotopes and stress agents are billed with a procedure

▪ Trigger:  J0280, J1245 and J2785

▪ If one of these is present on the claim the expectation is that a cardiac stress test was 
performed

▪ Target: 93017

Step 2 – Measure current practice against the standard in Step 1
▪ With software, you can compare 100% of the charges however with manual method you will 

need to move forward with an nth random selection

▪ Did this identify any findings ? 
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Audit - Exercise Stress Test
Step 3 – Compare results against the standard
▪ For those using software it is likely that you can consume 100% of the trigger and target 

charges

▪ For those preferring a manual method a random selection of claims using the nth 
randomization process will need to occur.

▪ In either case compare the triggers (J codes) to the target (93017)

▪ If aberrancy occurs then start the 5 – Why process

▪ Ex:  Why is there not a 93017 – Because there is not a charge in the cath lab CDM

 Why is there not a charge in the cath lab CDM – because we were supposed to have an explode code

 Why is there no explode code – because compliance tries to avoid explode codes

 Why wasn’t there an alternative method of charging established – because Cath Lab did not know they needed it thought there was an explode 
code

 Why did the cath lab not know – because of a communication failure between compliance, CDM and Cath Lab (silo management)
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Audit - Exercise Stress Test
Step 4 – Create a remediation process
▪ Review compliance concerns

▪ Document coding standards and net revenue lost

▪ Create an explode code that encompasses coding guidelines and compliance 
requirements

▪ Ensure process includes ability to credit one or both parts of the explode code if not utilized.

Step 5 – Monitor and re-audit the process
▪ Software will result in less events where the aberrancy is determined

▪ Nth randomization will reflect remediation is accurate
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Audit – Decreased Revenue in the ED
▪ In this scenario the ED manager comes to you and states that there is suddenly 

decreased revenue in the Emergency Department despite a trend up in volume.
▪ The manager states that in the month of July they had a lot of acuity based on 

their staffing model so level 4 and 5 should be the major revenue generators.
▪ You do not employ concurrent software so Revenue Integrity begins the process.
▪ Step 1 – Set the standard – will use the point system that is in policy
▪ Step 2 – Measuring current standard – you employ the nth method until you 

reach 100 records and claims.  You also determine the median Level 1, Level 2, 
Level 3, Level 4 and Level 5 for the prior 6 months from the revenue and usage
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Audit – Decreased Revenue in the ED
Step 3 – Compare results against the standard
▪ Revenue and Usage demonstrates

▪ 5% Level 1

▪ 15% Level 2

▪ 30% Level 3

▪ 20% Level 4

▪ 30% Level 5 

▪ Revenue and Usage for July demonstrates

▪ 100% Level 1

▪ 0% Level 2

▪ 0% Level 3

▪ 0% Level 4

▪ 0% Level 5
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Audit – Decreased Revenue in the ED
Step 3 – Compare results against the standard
▪ Claims review using Nth Method determines that in fact the levels for July were significantly more acute and the following was determined 

from the EMR

▪ 5% Level 1

▪ 15% Level 2

▪ 20% Level 3

▪ 25% Level 4

▪ 35% Level 5 

Since the records agree with the acuity staffing model the 5 – Why is implemented
▪ Why are all the E & M equal to Level 1 – because the system point calculator assigned level 1

▪ Why did the calculator assign Level 1 – because the calculator was disrupted during an upgrade

▪ Why was the calculator disrupted – the vendor upgrade failed to fully complete

▪ Why did the vendor upgrade fail to fully complete – because ED and IT need to refresh 

▪ Why did ED and IT not refresh – because ED did not know they had to
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Audit – Decreased Revenue in the ED
Step 4 – Changing the practice
▪ Step 4 would be to immediately remediate the problem and rebill the claims for July

▪ It would also include a new action task that with any upgrade the ED and IT were on the 
communication with explicit directions on how to refresh the system

Step 5 – Re- Audit
▪ Immediately after remediation audit records concurrently to ensure point system is 

functioning to policy

▪ Continue auditing nth random sample each day for a week then as required after that

▪ Put a policy in place that audit will occur with each upgrade in a test type of format.
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Summary



Summation
Charge capture includes all documentation, chargemaster and charge entry necessary to create a 

patient charge for a service, procedure, supply or pharmaceutical
▪ Must have a mechanism to create the documentation

▪ CDM must be complete and accurate

▪ Mapping between the ancillary system (Lab, Radiology, ED, Pharmacy) must be accurate to ensure the 
item from the clinical system actually connects to the correct CDM and the accurate charge is created

▪ Charge capture mechanisms (document driven, paper, human -IT interface) must contain all possible 
charges and ensure that they are current and mapped to the correct CDM item

▪ Charge reconciliation by the department is key process to ensure all charges are captured

Reviewing charges have two models:
▪ Concurrent 100% review of all charges looking for aberrancy through software for which a RI team 

member will review the chart and make corrections OR

▪ Reviewing charges through a stated audit mechanism manually

With 1 – 5% of the hospital bottom line at risk this needs to be an ongoing priority for Revenue Integrity 
and all stakeholders
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